
November 2010 brings us the annual Amsterdam Radio Day with a
variety of topics. One of them is a reunion of several former
Radio 390 presenters, including: Graham Gill, Jack McLaughlin,
Brian Cullingford, Roger Scott (Arnold Layne), Mark Hammerton
(Mark Sloane), John Stewart (John Aston) and Ben E. Nurdin (son
of the late Sheldon Jay). They will come together for the first
time since decades and have each other as well as the visitors to
the Radio Day a lot to tell. Radio 390 was unique in that it had a
good quality signal and transmitted a wide variety of programs
from easy music to serials, children's programs, business
programs, religious programs, plus news and weather bulletins.

On the 23rd of September 1965 the very first record, during a
testtransmissions, was played, being Glenn Miller’s Moonlight
Serenade. Radio 390 has a rich history and was loved by the then
older public as well a wide bunch of youngsters who thought that
it was good to listen to Radio 390, next to their other favourite
stations like Radio Caroline and Radio London. The station board
of directors also had a long fight with the authorities about the
question ‘if’ or ‘if not’ the station’s transmitting towers were in
international waters. Through the years of broadcasts of Radio
390, which ended at the 28th of July 1967, I tried to collect
every newspaper cut I could get about this mysterious station.



Later on I bought and got for free photographs from that period
and all kind of letters and promotional material from the station.
Just as a pre-pleasure on the forthcoming Radio 390 Reunion on
the Amsterdam Radio Day I let the photographs and documents
speak for themselves.
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